
• Use same procedure as at HSX, but do not 
neglect wall recycling contribution in 
particle balance

• Use interferometer to obtain Ntot

• Use gas puff calibration for Φgas

• Use filtered camera data to obtain Φlim

• Use ORNL filterscopes to measure Φrec

• H-alpha
• He-I
• H-beta
• C-II
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M. Krychowiak, S. T. A. Kumar, O. Schmitz, J. N. Talmadge, E. Unterberg, G. Wurden

R 1.2 m 5.5 m

r 0.15 m 0.53 m

ne, core 5E18 m-3 3E19 m-3

Te, core 2.5 keV 3.8 keV

Ti, core 60 eV 1 keV

ne, edge 5E17 m-3 1E19 m-3

Te, edge 70 eV 80 eV

Ti, edge 25 eV 100 eV

Two limiters predicted to 
intercept 99% of field lines 
outside the LCFS (Φwall 0)

Without limiters, HSX is 
predicted to have strike points 
over a large area

One limiter installed, second 
limiter (with embedded Langmuir 
probes) planned

HSX W7-X

• Make measurements in both HSX and W7-X 
• Global particle balance (understand sources and sinks, particle 

confinement)
• Estimate particle diffusivity (understand edge particle transport)

• Compare measurements to EMC3-EIRENE modeling over a wide range of plasma 
parameters and multiple topologies

• Use global particle balance to better understand neutral source physics in the edge

• The ability to control the neutral particle and impurity source in fusion devices is critical 
to obtaining high purity, high confinement plasmas (“supershots” in TFTR, HDH mode in 
W7-AS)

• Better understand the neutral particle source, which defines the edge density gradients 
and plasma flows

• Measure and monitor particle flux to understand erosion ( radiative collapse) and 
relationship to impurities

• Compare measurements to simulation tools like EMC3-EIRENE that play an interpretative 
and predictive role (i.e. for W7-X)

Research Goals at HSX and W7-XMotivation

Using particle balance to understand plasma sources, sinks, 
and confinement

Particle balance at HSX

Particle balance at W7-X

Limiter particle flux at HSX

Limiter particle flux at W7-X

Estimating edge D˔ at HSX Estimating edge D˔ at W7-X

Ntot is the total number of particles

Frec, fgas, flim are the fueling efficiency coefficients

Φrec,Φgas,Φlim are the particle fluxes

Φpump is the pumped particle flux

τp is the particle confinement time 
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Updated H and He line emission diagnosticUnderstanding neutral physics at HSX

Why is particle balance analysis useful?

• An indication of global particle confinement (τp)
• Quantify role of the wall (sinking, sourcing particles  especially important for D and T 

inventory), global recycling coefficient R
• Quantify relative source contribution from wall, gas puff, NBI, etc., and location of source
• Building block for multi-reservoir model, which can provide information about dwell time in 

SOL and divertor region

H-alpha signals from views close to and far 
from the H gas puff. The signals that are 
declining are viewing the gas puff. The 
signals that are constant measure H-alpha 
from recycling and plasma emission. 

• Use camera to measure particle flux deposition 
profile

• In conjunction with EMC3-EIRENE, estimate particle 
diffusivity

• Initial HSX modeling complete, ready for 
measurement comparison

• Same technique as at HSX, use a 
visible camera with filter to 
measure particle flux footprint on 
limiter

• Sharing a view with G. Wurden’s
IR camera, will provide 
simultaneous heat and particle 
flux measurements

• Initial EMC3-EIRENE modeling 
completed, ready for 
measurement comparison

Integrated puff profile is linear with 
number of particles puffed into the 
HSX vacuum vessel

Φgas Ntot Φlim

ΦlimΦrec
ORNL filterscopes have 
been used at other 
experiments including 
TEXTOR and D-IIID. The 
filterscopes have arrived 
at W7-X and will be 
tested and installed.

Neutral particle source and particle balance in the HSX edge

Ionization length 
estimates for 
hydrogen and helium 
at HSX and W7-X. 
Calculations
are shown for room-
temperature He and 
H2 (0.026 eV), 
Franck-Condon H (3 
eV), and H and He
at the maximum HSX 
ion temperature (60 
eV) and W7-X ion 
temperature (1 KeV).

He-I signals from detectors distributed around 
HSX. These data are from H plasma, but 
residual He is present from He GDC at the 
beginning of the runday. H plasma removes 
residual He in the boronized HSX walls. 

He-II signals from detectors distributed 
around HSX. Future work will include using 
atomic data to correlate these photon 
fluxes to neutral and plasma density 
measurements. 

A representation of the density profile and 
how it is directly affected by the plasma
source (i.e. particle flux). 

Whole operation space has been 
characterized to determine gas puff flux

Total number of particles and change in time can 
be determined from interferometer inversion.

High resolution camera will view limiter to 
provide particle flux data. H-alpha, helium, 
and carbon filters will be used. 

Particle flux deposition calculation as a 
function of D and heating power from EMC3-
EIRENE courtesy of F. Effenberg. 

1D cut of particle flux deposition as a 
function of D. This more clearly shows the 
differences in characteristic decay length.

Particle flux 
deposition 
calculation from 
EMC3-EIRENE 
courtesy of A. 
Bader. The 
predicted particle 
flux footprint is 
shown on a single 
limiter. This 
calculation 
assumed D=0.3 
m2/s.

Periscope used to 
provide view of 
limiter. Initial 
photographs show 
outboard half of 
limiter.


